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STRUCTURE FIRE

TIME RUNNING OUT

A structure fire damaged a garage and home
Wednesday night on Rosewood Court.

The OVC women's basketball teams
look to solidify their positions
as the season nears its end.
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Student
Gov. holds
unofficial
meeting

Blanket making

By Helena Edwards
Student Government Reporter i@OEN_news

BRYCE HERRIN I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Cyan Carter, a sophomore psychology major and double minor in services and entrepreneurship, spends her t ime Wed nesday afternoon making no-sew blanket s for a local community charit y.

The Student Government met virtually Wednesday evening for an unofficial meeting due to them
not having enough senators to meet quorum.
Along with 14 to 15 open senator seats, committee chair seats are also open for applicants to apply
in the Student Government.
As of now there have not been any committee
chair applications sent in, but there is one senator
interview lined up within the next week.
There is. a need of 14 senators for quorum, with
only 11 senators currently.
The two appointments for Student Dean Advisory Council and Speaker of the Student Senate dections are postponed, along with anything else that
must be put on the consent agenda if quorum is
conrinuously not met.
Shawn Hammers in his Graduate Advisor Report discussed the importance for more recruitment, along with Student Body President Khamisani encouraging senators to recruit others for senate positions.

STUDENT, page 3

.CAA to vote on 10 iteins in
Students share plans
for ~pending Valentine's Ineeting Thursday afternoon
I
with significant others
By Kyara Morales- Rodriguez
Campus Reporter @DEN_news

By Kyara Morales-Rodriguez
Campus Reporter I@DEN_news

Valentine's Day is a holiday celebrated
annually on Feb. 14 when lovers can express
their affection with greetings and gifts. This
year, Valentine's Day falls on Sunday, during which many Eastern students will make
fun plans to celebrate the holiday with their
loved ones.
Karrin Estes , a freshman music education
student, is celebrating Valentine's Day with
her partner. Because of Covid, they decided to celebrate the holiday by having their
own date night dinner from the comfort of
their home.
Estes explained that celebrating from
home helps them spend quality t ime together while staying safe from Covid.
"I love to celebrate Valentine's Day with
my partner. Even though it's important to
show love every day, it's really fu n to just
have a day dedicated to it," Estes said.
This is the couple's first Valentine's Day
together, and Estes is excited to spend the
holiday with someone she loves.
"Before being in a relationship, I usually
just treated [Valentine's Day] as a self love
day, and bought myse lf some chocolate.
.Now, I have someone to buy it for me! I
definitely enjoy the day more being able to

11

Even though it's important
to show love every day, it's
really fun to just have aday
dedicated to it:'
-Karrin Estes, freshman

spend it with my partner," Estes said.
Before meeting her partner, Estes dreaded the arrival of Valentine's Day hecause she
had no one to celebrate with, explaining
that it felt lonely.
"In a way it's nice to have someone to
celebrate with, but as I grow older I realize that it doesn't have to be a celebration of
romantic love. It can be any kind of love!"
Estes said.
Juan Castillo, first year graduate student
studying in nutrition dietetics, is also planning to spend Valentine's Day with his significant other.
"My girlfriend and I plan on doing a
small gift exchange and then going out to
lunch or dinner! Then we plan on taking
pictures and u ltimately ending the night

PLANS, page 5

The Council on Academic Affairs will be
meeting at 2 p.m. Thursday via D2L Collaborate to vote on ten different proposals
presented to them.
One of the proposals being presented to
the council comes from the English department, with the departmen t wanting to implement policies for student remediation
and dismissal from the English Language
Arts program.
The document details the various ways
that advisors obtain information about students' success in the program and the steps
that will take place if a student is struggling
to meet the criteria for advanced education
courses and student teaching.
The English department is proposing this
policy because it wants to support future
teachers as they work toward their goal of
entering the field of education. The department wants to make sure to help students as
they continue on with their degrees.
A proposal has also been made for revisions to the history with teach er licensure in social science degree. Two changes
are being proposed by the history depar t ment: one a GPA requirement change and
the other a change to the elective structure.
The history departmen t wants to lower
the minimum GPA from 3.0 to 2.7 5. The
program has required a minimum GPA of
3.0 for more t h an a decade, but the de-

partment no longer thinks that it serves as
a useful gatekeeper and is instead holding
a handful of students back from student
teaching.
As for the change to the elective structure, the department wants to have a more
inclusive elective listing so that teacher licensure students may choose from any
courses with prefixes from Anthropology,
Economics, Geography, History, Political
Science, Psychology, and Sociology.
All students majoring in history with
teacher lice n su re need an endorsement
in order to teach AP and honors in social
studies subjects other than the general ones,
so the department built two elective options into the program to assist students in
earning endorsements. The inclusive elective listing would allow students to count
coursework as both history electives and in
the two-elective option.
The council is also voting on a proposal from the department of teaching. This
proposal requests the removal of the Adult
Education minor from the Undergraduate
Catalog and from the listing of approved
minors for undergraduates.
The proposal also calls for the removal of
various classes from the undergraduate catalog and from the listing of courses available
for undergraduates to enroll.
The rationale for this decision is that:
"The Adult and Community Educa-

CAA, page3
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the nation's most alarming days. In
addition to the evidc-nt chaos and
danger, it offered fresh details on the
attackers, scenes of police heroism
and staff whispers and cries of distress.
At one dramatic moment, the video shows police shooting into the
crowd through a broken window, killing a San Diego woman, Ashli Babbitt. In another, a police officer is seen
being crushed by the mob. Five people died.
The vice president, who had been
presiding over a session to certify Joe
Biden's victory over Trump - thus
earning Trump's criticism - is shown
being rushed to safety, where he sheltered in an office with his family just
100 feet from the rioters. Pelosi was
evacuati;d from thr compk~ hc.fo,i=
the mob prowls her suite of offices,
her staff hiding quietly behind closed

doors.
Police overwhelmed by the mob
frantically announce "we lost the line"
and urge officers to safety. One later
died.
Though most of the Senate jurors
have already made up their minds
on acquittal or conviction, they
were riveted, and sat silently. Rioters
had rummaged through their desks
in the very chamber where the impeachment trial is now being held.
Screams from the audio and video
filled the chamber. One Republican,
James Lankford of Oklahoma, bent
his head, a GOP colleague putting his
hand on his arm in comfort.
"They did it because Donald
Trump sent them on this mission,"
said House prosecutor Stacev Plasicen, the Democratic delegat; representing the Virgin Islands.
"President Trump put a target on

their backs and his mob broke into
the Capitol to hunt them down."
Some senators acknowledged it was
the first time they were grasping how
perilously close the country came to
serious danger.
"When you see all the pieces come
together, just the total awareness of
that, the enormity of this, threat, not
just to us as people, as lawmakers, but
the threat to the institution and what
Congress represents, it's disturbing,"
said Republican Lisa Murkowski of
Alaska. "Greatly disturbing."
The stunning presentation opened
the first full day of arguments in the
trial as the prosecutors argued Trump
was no "innocent bystander" but
the "inciter in chief" of the d~dly
.C.pitoi riot, a president who spent
months spreading election lies and
building a mob of supporters primed
for his ~all to stop Biden's victory.

Wat.site Adviser
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Editor
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Prosecutors unveiled chilling new security video in Donald Trump's impeachment trial \Y/ednesday, showing the
mob of rioters breaking into the Capitol. smashing windows and doors
and searching menacingly for Vice
President Mike Pence and House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi as overwhelmed
police begged on their radios for help.
In the pre~iously unreleased recordings, the House prosecutors displayed gripping scenes of how close
the rioters were to the country's leaders, roaming the halls chanting "Hang
Mike Pence," some equipped with
combat gear. Outside, the mob had
set up a makeshift gallows.
Videos of the siege have been circulating since the day of the riot, but
the graphic compilation amounted
tc ;1 more compit:te narrative, a moment-by-moment retelling of one of
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Illinois to provide Gov. investigating
vaccine for premassive counterfeit
existing conditions N9 5 mask s·c am
QUINCY, Ill. (AP) - Illinois
residents under 65 years old with
pre-existing medical conditions will
be eligible to receive vaccination to
protect them against COVID-19,
Gov. J.B. Pritzker announced
Wednesday.
The Phase 1 B distribution plan
on Feb. 25 will follow Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
guidelines for vaccinating pregnant
women and people with diabetes,
heart disease, cancer, sickle cell disease and other conditions.
"Many of these people may already be eligible because they're 65
and over or they're in a covered profession, but those who are under 65
and live with comorbidities have an
elevated risk of serious complica-

tions or even death if they contract
COVID-19," he said during a tour
of a vaccination site in Quincy. "As
quickly as we receive vaccine supply,
we need to waste no time in protecting them."
Currently, those eligible for vaccination include health care workers,
nursing home residents and workers, some other "front-line essential"
workers and all residents 65 or older.
The Pritzker administration says
the expansion is possible due to increased federa\ vaccine shipments to
the state. It also notes Johnson &
Johnson's one-dose COVID-19 vaccine is on track for emergency authorization from the Food and Drug
Administration as soon as the end of
the month.

WASHINGIDN (AP)- Federal au- comers.
thorities are investigating a massive coun3M, based in Maplewood, Minneterfeit N95 mask operation in which fake sota, is among the largest global produc3M masks were sold in at least five states ers of the N95 mask, which has been apto hospitals, medical facilities and govern- . proved by the U.S. National Institute for
ment agencies. The foreign-made knock- Occupational Safety and Health and is
offs are becoming increasingly difficult to considered the gold standard in protecspot and could put health care workers at tion against the coronavirus. The compagrave risk for the coronavirus.
ny delivered some 2 billion N95 masks in
Officials could not name the states or 2020 as the pandemic soared, but in earlithe company involved because of the ac- er months of the pandemic, when masks
tive investigation.
were in short supply, fraudsters starting
Nearly a year into the pandemic, fraud popped.up.
remains a major problem as scammers
"They're not coming from authorized
seek to exploit hospitals and desperate distributors," said Kevin Rhodes, 3M's
and weary Americans. Federal investiga- vice president and deputy general countors say they have seen an increase in pho- sel. "They're coming from companies reny websites purporting to sell vaccines as ally just coming into existence."
well as fake medicine produced overseas
Rhodes encouraged medical facilities
and scams involving personal protective and even workers to look on the comequipment. The schemes deliver phony pany's website for tips on how to spot
products, unlike fraud earlier in the pan- fakes, namdy through packaging or faulty
demic that focused more on fleecing cus- trademarks.

Ancient shell horn
can still play a tune Springsteen charged
after 18,000 years with drunken driving;
WASHINGTON (AP)-A large
conch shell overlooked in a museum
for decades is now thought to be the
oldest known seashell instrument and it still works, producing a deep,
plaintive bleat, like a foghorn from
the distant past ..
The shell was found during the
1931 excavation of a cave with prehistoric wall paintings in the French
Pyren·ees and assumed to be a ceremonial drinking cup. Archaeologists
from the University of Toulouse recently took a fresh look and determined it had been modified thousands of years ago to serve as a wind
instrument. They invited a French
horn player to play it.
"Hearing it for the first time, for
me it was a big emotion - and a
big stress," said archaeologist Car-

Jeep ad on pause

ole Fritz.
She feared that playing the 12inch (3 I-centimeter) shell might
HIGHLANDS, N.J. (AP) - Bruce
damage it, but it didn't. The horn Springsteen is facing a drunken drivproduced clear C, C sharp and D ing charge in New Jersey, prompting
notes.
Jeep to put on pause the Super Bowl
The researchers c;stimate it to television commercial that features
be around 18,000 years old. Their him.
findings were published Wednesday
Springsteen was arrested Nov. 14 in
in the journal Science Advances.
a part of the Gateway National RecConch shells have been used reation Area on the New Jersey coast,
widely in musical and ceremoni- a spokesperson for the National Park
al traditions, including in ancient Service confirmed Wednesday.
Greece, Japan, India and Peru. The
The park is on a narrow, beachshell instrument found in the Mar- ringed peninsula, with views across a
soulas cave is now the oldest known bay to New York City. It is about 15
example. Previously, a conch shell miles north of Asbury Park, where
instrument found in Syria had been Springsteen got his start as a musician
dated to about 6,000 years old, said and bandleader and which was later
another Toulouse archaeologist, made famous with his debut album,
Gilles Tosello.
,"(i.reetings from Asbury Park, N .J ."
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Springsteen lives in Colts Neck, about
12 miles from the site of the arrest.
Springsteen received citations for
driving while under the influence,
reckless driving and consuming alcohol in a closed area. The spokesperson
said Springsteen was cooperative.
A message was left seeking comment with Springsteen's publicist.
The news of the arrest came on the '
heels of two high-profile appearances
by Springsteen. On Jan. 20, Springsteen performed as part of President Joe
Biden's inauguration, singing "Land
of Hope and Dreams" in front of the
Lincoln Memorial. While during Sunday's Super Bowl, he appeared in a
Jeep ad filmed in Kansas that urged
people to fiorJ.·~i1\ttlQ,l\gtMU!, , \'
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tion Major has been removed
from the catalog and not supported in any fashion by the university. There are no students pursuing this minor; most of the courses have not been offered for over
three years , and there are not faculty with workloads available to
teach the courses. Removal would
preclude any students that would
look at the catalog and ask to pursue the listed minor."
Another proposal suggests adding a member from the General
Education Committee to the Faculty Laureate Selection Committee. As the proposal explains, the
Faculty Laureate Selection Committee typically consists of two
CAA members, the current Faculty Laureate, and a Student Representative.
The proposal also calls for the
member of the General Education
Committee to be appointed by the
Chair of the General Education
Committee.
The council will also vote on
proposal requesting changes to the
Honors programming offerings.
Eastern currently has two gen eral education based honors programs: University Honors and
General Honors. The Honors
Council proposes having a single general education based hon-

a

ors program with two levels of
achievement.
The rationale for this proposal is that "it preserves two levels of involvement suited to two
populations (first-time freshman
and transfer students) while allowing students the flexibility to
move from one program to another without any need for re-coding
in Banner."
The proposal further explains
that it will also help students who
might have completed 21 or 24
credits worth of Honors requirements to still receive some recognition of their honors status
on their transcript. This flexibility will also· make Honors participation more attractive to students
attending Eastern.
A different proposal calls for
two changes to be made in the
business administration minor.
The proposal requests the addition of BUS 3070 to the required
course list, and the subtraction
of BUS 2710 from the required
course list.
As the proposal states, "In the
current structure of the minor, Finance is the only functional area
among the School of Business that
still has 2000-level course numbering for its required course for
Business minor. Newly proposed

course, BUS 3070 - Survey of Finance, will replace the current
BUS 2710 - Survey of Finance, is
a survey class to provide the necessary knowledge for the FIN."
The proposal calls to change the
course number from BUS 2710
to BUS 3070 because the content
level for the current BUS 2710 is
more appropriate for a junior level class, so the change would reflect that.
The council will also be voting
on various proposals asking for
the addition of new courses or revision of existing ones to various
programs at Eastern.
One proposal asks for the addition of a new course to the computer and information technology program called Cloud Services.
This course will provide students
with understanding about various
concepts relating to cloud services
such as access management, computing, and so on.
The rationale for this proposal
is that since computer and information technology is constantly
changing and growing as a profession, the department wants to develop this course to cover the latest trends and topics in the program.
Another proposal asks for the
addition of an Honors Personal

Nutrition course to the nutrition
and dietetics program. This course
would study the impact of individual food behaviors throughout one's lifespan and strategies to
promote healthy eating behaviors.
The proposal states that "proposed revisions are aligned with
the accreditation of the undergraduate nursing program while
still meeting the accreditation
needs of the Didactic Program in
Dietetics."
A proposal for the career and
technical education program proposes revising an existing course,
Methods of Teaching Middle- and
Secondary-Level Business Education. This course's goal is to prepare students to teach business
subjects in middle and secondary
schools.
The proposal asks for the combination of the CTE 3400 and
CTE 3405 courses. Its rationale
for this decision is that "all CTE
programs will now have sub-area
specific methods as a stand-alone
course, allowing the area to delve
deeper into the needs of their specific content."
Kyara Morales-Rodriguez can be
reached at 581-2812 or at knmoralesrodriguez@eiu.edu.

CORRECTION
The story "VPBA Reeder joins Faculty meeting Tuesday" that ran Feb. 1O said that COVID-19 testing was free at
Eastern's Medical Clinic for members of the Eastern community who are symptomatic. Testing is only free for
students who are symptomatic. Employees should consult with their physician for testing information.
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Khamisani included in her executive report the line-up of activities
planned for Sexual Assault Awareness Month with advertising coming out soon.
There are also plans for an RHA
collaborating events of a window
painting competition with t-shirt
and amazon gift card prize.
Student Government Executive
Vice President Michael Perri's executive report discussed inviting the
Charleston City Council to Student
Government meeting once quorum ,
is met and working on advertising ·•
for Student Action Teams and local
elections.
Student Government Vice President of Academic Affairs Richards's
report mentioned "In Kahoots with
the Prez," a Kahoot game around
riddles and EIU facts with an amazon gift card prize. University President David Glassman will be playing along with the students set for
Feb. 22 via Zoom.
Links set to be released later to
join.
Student Government Vice President of Student Affairs Skylar Coffey was able to return to the meeting after surgery, announcing plans 1
for the Random Act of Kindness
Day set for Feb. 17. She will be using social media to promote this,
encouraging the student body to
join in on doing good deeds.
No committee reports were giv:&,"'lo
, ·'l,
..
en.
The next Student Senate meeting
will be Feb. 17.
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large pizza(s) sold at f!iery day menu prices. Delivery available from participating locations,
with online orders only. Delivery fees apply. Plus tax. For guarantee terms, visit
www.information.littlecaesars.com/en·us/lowestpriceguarantee. Q2020 LCE, Inc. CR0014488
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Trump trial
shows full
severity of
insurrection
Everyone should be aware of the deadly insurrection that took place at the Capitol Jan.
6, when a crowd ofTrump supporters stormed
the building in protest of the election.
But the full breadth of that shameful event
is coming more into focus with the videos presented as part of Trump's second impeachment
trial Wednesday.
Security video and audio from law enforcement painted a frantic picture as the angry
crowd descended on the Capitol and the undermanned police force tried to keep them out
of the building.
A clip from inside the building showed an
officer redirecting Mitt Romney down a hallway away from the mob.
Vice President Mike Pence was seen hiding in an office just 100 feet from the rioters
and the staff of House Speaker Nancy Pelosi hid behind closed doors as people swarmed
through their offices.
We at The Daily Eastern News hope that
people truly realize how serious the events on
Jan. 6 were.
If just one or two things had gone differently, it is not farfetched to think that some lawmakers could have been injured or killed.
Instead of resulting in a small number of
deaths, the insurrection could have turned into
?,I\ upfathomable tragedy inside the Capitol of
our country.
The entire incident was bad enough as is,
and Wednesday we learned just how lucky we
are that it was not worse.

Quote of the Day:

"We know what we are, but
know not what we may be."
William Shakespeare

The daily editorial is the maJority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

Letters to the Editor
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Fun earrings make me feel better
My big quarantine personality change was
developing an interest in fun earrings.
Over the summer I saw a TikTok for an Etsy
seller who sold different types of earrings ranging from your typical hoops to miniatures of
different things.
My style has always somewhat resembled a
third-grade art teacher so when I saw the opportunity to continue to exude fingerpaint day
looks I knew I had to strike.
Originally, I had two pairs of small earrings
that I wore on occasion, a pair of goldfish in
Corryn Brock
plastic bags and a pair of Frieda Kahlo's face.
Cute, but definitely easy to hide in my mess of full-sized rubber duckies on my ears and the
curly brown hair.
stares that come from looking like you took
I was a little nervous at first to wear my new a bath and forgot to leave the ducks at home,
earrings out and about because there's nothing but hearing the reactions from people made it
that will draw attention to you quite like small worth it.
cows dangling on your ears, however, I decided
If you have been thinking about trying out
I wanted to branch out.
bangs, rocking some new platforms or dyeing
It was honestly one of the best things I your hair some crazy color, do it. Not only will
could have done for my self-confidence. It took . it put _a smile on your face, but it may end up
a little bit to get used to the weight of wearing being a way to connect with those around you.

And if you see someone on campus with a
look you like, tell them. We can't see each other's smiles most of the time right now but we
can still put them on one another's faces.
I know for me this semester has been one
of the worst for my mental health but when I
put on a pair ofTroll Dolls, dinosaurs or bright
yellow whistles it puts a smile on my face and
makes the day a little bit easier to manage. But
it especially brightens my day when other people enjoy those earrings.
On one of my worst days this semester, several weeks ago, I was in the Union when someone told me they had seen me on campus a
few times and liked my style. That's stuck in
my head and puts a smile on my face every
time I wear those earrings or that sweater. Be
that person for someone, you don't know how
much it will mean to them.
Corryn Brock is a junior journalism major. She
can be reached at 581-2812 or
cebrock@eiu.edu.

Love yourself this Valentine's Day

Tho~ Interested can inquire at opinions.
DEN@gmail.com for all opinion questions,
submissions and letters to the editor.
Please allow a week for us to publish letters to the editor.
The Editor reserves the right to not publish
letters. Letters that are 250 words or less
will be prioritized, but longer ones will be
considered by the editorial board.
Please include your name and phone number to verify letters.
For more information please call

217-581-2812.

We're Hiring!
We have openings for those who enjoy:
•
Photography
•
Editing
•
Design
•
Opinions
Call 581-2812 for more information.

Arguably one of the most loved and most
hated holidays is coming up this SundayValentine's Day. Valentine's conjures up a
mixed bag of emotions and opinions every
year. You have some who say it's a scam for
the card companies to make money (probably true), some say it's a fun holiday and
others hate it passionately.
Speaking from my own experiences
on the holiday, I usually spend it alone. I
would stay off of social media almost all
day so I didn't have to see any of the cheesy
posts of people who swear they're with the
love of their life. Romantic comedies would
be my company along with a smorgasbord
of food. This Valentine's, I will have the
pleasure of being one of the couples who
posts cheesy photos that I have for so long
despised.
Personally, I'm excited about the holiday
this year, but I know some may be struggling to find that excitement. Maybe you're
single, maybe you are dealing with heartbreak or you could care less about it. No
matter the case, the core of Valentine's,
love, shouldn't be alienated.
Love is understanding, caring, forgiv-

ing, supporting and an ethereal experience.
Now, I know this sounds mushy gushy, but

Gillian Eubanks
I have a point. I can't help you with your
relationships, but I can help you with selflove. Self-love is the most important form
of love out there.
Hear me out, if you are depriving yourself from the love that you deserve from
yourself, how can you accept yourself? How
can you believe in yourself? How can you
have confidence? You can't. Let's be real
here, you are the most important person in
your life. You matter so much.
Having self-love increases self-accep-

tance, personal growth and confidence. It
also decreases anxiety and stress. Ultimately, it makes you a hot girl or boy. There is
nothing wrong with loving yourself fullheartedly.
An easy way to start practicing self-love
is by writing down the things that you like
about yourself. Read this list every day, or
every week, whatever you have time for.
Forget all the negatives that may try to
come to mind when doing this. You are not
the negative things that your mind says you
are.
The journey of self-love is incredibly
hard and messy. It is a journey that I am
still walking. I cannot stress enough how
important it is to fall in love with yourself.
There's no reason not to because there is no
one else out there that is you. You are special. You deserve love, from yourself and
others. Fall in love with yourself this Valentine's.
Gillian Eubanks junior health communications
major. She can be reached at 581-2812 or gdeubanks@eiu.edu
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"I think it's a beautiful day and just a great day
for people to show the people they care about
lots of love:'

-Luis Paniagua

watching our favorite movies and
just enjoying each other's company," Castillo said.
What Castillo likes about Valentine's Day is that exchanging gifts
and spending time with the person
he loves means he gets to see that
person happy and smiling.
"I've always been more of a gift
giver than a receiver so knowing
that they're happy and ''lpreciated
makes the day completely worth it,"
Castillo said.
Though Castillo is spending time
with his girlfriend, he is a strong
believer in the idea that Valentine's
Day can be a holiday to celebrate
all types of love.
"Valentine's Day is just a day
where people can appreciate one
another. I know that it has a romantic theme behind it, but oftentimes, I think it's a good day
to show people that you appreciate and love them," Castillo said.
"This can be anyone from a significant other to a best friend to even
a family member who is spending
this day alone."
Luis Paniagua, junior graphic design student, is also a strong believer in the idea that Valentine's Day is
not only reserved for people in relationships. In fact, he is celebrating
Valentine's Day alongside his dos-
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Members of the Charleston Fire Department assess the damage after a structure fire damaged a garage on Rosewood Court Wednesday night.

Garage, home damaged
during fire Wednesday
By Corryn Brock and Ryan Meyer
News Editor and Staff Reporter I@DEN_news
A structure fire caused damage to parts of a home, garage and
car belonging to Charleston City
Councilman Jeff Lahr's mother
Wednesday night.
Lahr's mother made it out of the
home with no injuries. One individual had a laceration believed to
have been caused while breaking a
window after the fire was noticed.
A family cat was in the home.
After firefighters searched for the

pet it was found and appeared to
be in- good health.
The fire started around 8:30
p.m. at 2115 Rosewood Ct. and
was under control by 9:45 p.m.
The extent of the damage is unknown. The garage was blackened
by the fire and showed many exposed beams from the exterior of
the home. Damage was also done
in the attic. The extent of the
smoke damage is also unknown.
A 2007 Mercury Montego appeared to destroyed by the fire.
Currently, the fire is believed to

have started in the garage. Charleston Fire Department Chief Steve
Bennett said the ex~ct origin of the
fire is unknown at this time.
The fire is still under investigation.
CFD, the Mattoon Fire Department, the Lincoln Fire Protection
District, the Charleston Police Department and Coles County Sheriff's Office responded to the scene.
Corryn Brock and Ryan Meyer can· be
reached at 581-2812 or at dennewsdesk@gmail.com.

est friends.
"For Valentine's Day, I'm having a small photoshoot with some
friends. We're just getting glammed
up and popping off for those photos. We'll also be eating dinner and
watching cheesy romantic comedies together. It's just a small thing
I'm having this weekend with close
friends," Paniagua said.
"Even though Valentine's Day is
more of a romantic holiday, I still
celebrate it because I'm always with
my friends, so we're just going to
do our thing and celebrate 'Galentine's Day.' We're going to show
ourselves a little self love and celebrate platonic love, which are just
as important," he further explained.
Paniagua has always loved the
holiday, thinking it is a great holiday to share your love with the
world.
"I honestly really enjoy the holiday! I think it's a beautiful day and
just a great day for people to show
the people they care about lots of
love! It is just an overall happy day
for lots of peo ple. I love how you
can just feel the love in the air," Paniagua said.
Kyara Morales-Rodriguez can be
reached at 581-2812 or
knmoralesrodriguez@eiu.edu.

ATTENTION FRESHMAN, SOPHOMORES,
JUNIORS, AND GRADUATING SENIORS:

ALIMITED NUMBER OF YEARBOOKS ARE AVAILABLE FOR FREE TO GRADUATES IN
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS, SO MAKE SURE YOU RESERVE YOUR COPY OF EIU'S
AWARD-WINNING YEARBOOK TODAY!
IF YOU ARE GRADUATING, AND WANT TO BE GUARANTEED AYEARBOOK, YOU MUST ORDER ONEI
YEARBOOKS ARE $20. TO ORDER, VISIT:
https://commerce.cashnet.com/eiuspub
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Jennifer Escobedo, a senior majoring in health communications, and Blake Medows, a senior majoring in biology, make blankets through the Civic
Engagement and Volunteering Office. Escobedo, Medows and the rest of Alpha Psi Lambda are trying to help the community and said blanket making has been a fun and effective way to give back in the past.

Must have excellent verbal and writteJ:}
communication skills.
Prior experience not necessary.
Adobe lnDesign. Photoshop, Illustrator
experience helpful.
All maj ors welcome!
Call 581-2812 for more information.
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Mavs' Cuban relents· on Olympic opening
anthem decision after will air live in US
NBA reiterates policy
DALLAS (AP) - Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban relented
Wednesday and the national anthem
will be played before home games
this season after the NBA reiterated
its "longstanding league policy" to
include the song.
The league's initial reaction to Cuban's decision was to say teams were
free to conduct pregame activities as
they wished with the unusual circumstances created by the coronavirus pandemic. Most teams don't have
fans at home games.
But the NBA abru?t!;>-~vcrs-ed
- course with Cuban's decision reverberating around the country, including a question put to White House
press secretary Jen Psaki during her
daily briefing. Athlete protests of social and racial injustice during the
"The Star-Spangled Banner" became
a flashpoint between then-President
Donald Trump and various leagues
during his administration.
"With NBA teams now in the
process of welcoming fans back into
their arenas, all teams will play the
national anthem in keeping with
longstanding league policy," the
league said.
The Mavericks said they would

play the anthem starting Wednesday
night against Atlanta while releasing
a statement from Cuban.
"We respect and always have respected the passion people have for
the anthem and our country," Cuban said. "But we also loudly hear
the voices of those who feel that the
anthem does not represent them. We
feel that their voices need to be respected and heard, because they have
not been.
"Our hope is that going forward
people will take the--same -passion
they h;ve for this issue and apply
the same amount of energy to listen
to those who feel differently from
them," he said. "Then we can move
forward and have courageous conversations that move this country forward and find what unites us."
The Mavericks played their first
10 regular-season games without fans
before allowing 1,500 vaccinated essential workers to attend Monday's
game against Minnesota for free.
Cuban at that point declined to
elaborate on his decision to not play
the anthem, other than to say nobody noticed until after 11 regularseason home games.
The move wasn't without support

among NBA coaches.
"This should happen everywhere,»
New Orleans coach Stan Van Gundy tweeted Wednesday. "If you think
the anthem needs to be played before
sporting events, then play it before
every movie, concert, church service and the start of every work day
at every business. What good reason
is there to play the anthem before a
game?"
The question Van Gundy raises
has been debated for SOffi!:.! ~ ,
The NBA rule book does not specifically say that the anthem - or
anthems, in games involving the Toronto Raptors, the lone Canadian
team in the league - must be played
before games. The only rule regarding the songs states this: "Players,
coaches and trainers must stand and
line up in a dignified posture along
the foul lines during the playing of
the American and/or Canadian national anthems."
That rule was relaxed last year in
the NBA's restart bubble at Walt Disney World, when the league took
no objection to players kneeling for
the anthem to show their desire for
an end to racial injustice and police
brutality.
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U.S. viewers will get to watch the
opening ceremonies of the Tokyo
Olympics live.
Since Tokyo is 13 hours ahead of
New York, interested U.S. residents
will be watching the July 23 ceremonies on NBC at 7 a.m. EDT, 4 a.m.
EDT in Los Angeles.

Molly Solomon, the executive producer and president of NBC Olympics Production, said the global significance of gathering in Tokyo during the pandemic, as well as changing
viewing habits, were the main factors
in deciding to air the opening live in
the morning for the first time.

Liberty get Howard,
Samuelson t9_ Storm;
1st pick 1:() Dallas
NEW YORK (AP) - In a flurry of
WNBA trades, the New York Liberty acquired All-Star Natasha Howard while
the No. 1 pick in this year's upcoming
draft ended up in Dallas.
The Liberty acquired Howard as part
of a three-team deal with the Seattle
Storm and Phoenix Mercury on Wednesday. The three-time WNBA champion
provides a solid interior player for New
York to pair with last season's No. I draft
pick, Sabrina Ionescu. As a designated
core player for Seattle, Howard had to ,,
approve the trade to New York.
New York sent the No. 1 pick in the
draft this year and the Mercury's firstround pick next year to the Storm.

The Liberty acquired that pick from
Phoenix by sending Kia Nurse and Megan Walker to the Mercury for the sixth
pick this year and their first-round choice
next year.
The No. 1 pick didn't stay in Seattie long as the Storm traded it to Dallas
for Katie Lou Samuelson and the Wings'
second-round pick in 2022. The Wings
become the first team in WNBA history
to hold the first and second overall picks
in the same draft. In addition, Dallas also
h9jds th~~. seventh and 13th selections in 2021.
It's only the third time in the league's
history that the top pick in the draft has
been traded.
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BASKETBALL

Panthers tied for 7th in OVC standings
By Adam Tumino
Editor-in-Chief I@adam_tumino
With just two and a half weeks left
in the regular season, the women's basketball teams of the OVC have a limited time to settle into their final seeding.
As it currently stands, the eight
teams currently in line for an OVC
Tournament slot all have records of
.500 or above. If this holds up, it
would be the first time since 2013 that
all the teams in the tournament had a
record of .500 or better.
That season, Eastern was the No. 1
seed with a conference record of 12-4
• hefore !~:~g to Tennessee-Martin in
....~
the semifinal round of the OVC Tournatnent.
This season, Eastern is tied for seventh place with Murray State. Each
team has a conference record of7-7.
Each team is trending upward as
well, with the Panthers winning six of
their last nine games and the Racers
winning five of their last eight.
The conference's leading team is still
Tennessee-Martin, although they just
had a 10-game winning streak snapped
with a loss to Tennessee Tech on Feb.

6.
The Skyhawks are now 11-2 in
OVC play.
, Second-place Austin Peay and thirdplace Southeast Missouri are both
surging, as each team is riding a threegatne winning streak.
· Austin Peay will play TennesseeMariln Feb. 11 and Southeast Missouri Feb. 13, games that may very

'
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Eastern sophomore guard Lariah Washington looks to pass the ball into the paint in a game against Belmont Feb. 4 in Lantz Arena. Washington led the
team with 23 points and added 6 assists and 4 rebounds. The Panthers lost the game 77-75.

well shake up the top of the standings
a bit.
Tennessee State is still searching for
its first win of the season. The Tigers
are 0-14 in OVC play and 0- I 6 overall. They have lost 19 games in a row
dating back to last season.
Tennessee State has the lowest-scoring offense in the OVC, averaging just
47.9 points per game. Their rival to the

west, Tennessee-Martin, is leading the

conference with 70.7 points per game.
The Skyhawks' offensive output is
not surprising considering the continued excellence of senior forward
Chelsey Perry.
Perry is leading the OVC in points
per game, averaging 25.7 points per
game. This number is 7 points higher
than the next-closest player, Southeast

Missouri's Tesia Thompson.
Perry is the nation's fifth-leading
scorer and was recently named one of
10 finalists for the Becky Hammon
Mid-Major Player of the Year Award.
She is the only finalists who was also a
finalist last season.
Eastern is still the only team in the
conference with three players in the
top- IO in scoring; as has been the case

Student Media offers Job opportunities,
Internships and hands-on experience
to students Interested In Journalism,
communication, broadcasting, production,
editing and many more media fields.
Please contact us for more lnformatlonl

Adam Tumino can be reached at 5812812 or ajtumino@eiu.edu.
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much of the season.
Junior forward Abby Wahl ranks
fourth with I 5.4 points per game,
sophomore guard Lariah Washington ranks eighth with 14.5 points per
game and senior guard Karle Pace
ranks ninth with 13.9 points per game.
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